## FLEX SERIES™

### Unit Jack Design
- 142k 2-leg (71k snubforce / 142k lift) fully integrated, compact for single pick rig up / rig over

### BOPs Made in USA
- Dual 10M or 5M type U stripping ram options / 5M hydraulic annular

### Slips
- Full-bore cavin style 250k rating / 4-slip (2 traveling & 2 stationary)
- Adjustable/fixed guide above stationary slips = max stroke length
- Equipped with slip interlock

### Rotary
- Passive with 2500-5000 ft/lb capable output (unit dependent)

### Swivel/Kelly
- Ability to outfit with tubing swivel/kelly if required

### BO/EQ System
- Ram-Ram staging loop (5M-10M unit options)

### Gin Pole
- 3K SWL hydraulic scoping with winch package

### Tongs
- 2x 4.5” open-face bi-directional + hydraulic back-ups and safety disengage
- Tong post on all units (ideal for both RA and SA setups)
- 5.5” high-torque tong package available

### Engine/Power Unit
- 500hp + Cummins ISX12 or CAT C15 with hydraulic cooling & filtration systems
- 4-bottle accumulator with visible and audible warning indicator

### Unit Weight
- 30,000-35,000 lbs unit (add 5k lbs with gin pole attached)

### Additional Notes
- Quickly converted to SA configuration with addition of gin pole and 10k anchor/guyline package
- Slips are milling clamp adaptable
- Intrinsically safe basked lighting for 24hr ops
- Design allows for quick and safe conversion to a stand alone
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